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Sometimes I feel I live a life designed for
someone else
The luck I had was never mine, I took it
anyway
It must be hard to see beyond today,
if you think you got everything
If it's so good then why complain
I think I must have been sleep walking
,
maybe that's how I got lost
And when you wake me without a warning
Leaving me dazed and confused
Then suddenly,
Everything that i got is everything that i'm not
And everything that I want to be lately
aah, it's drifting out of reach
What have I got to do
Oh tell me how can I prove
that all I really want is you lately
aah, i'm turning inside out
You crossed the line that keeps me safe
You're breaking my defenses
How can I protect my eyes, If I can't look
away
Within, without you take me down
and you strip me off everything
You know me better than myself
I think I spent my life sleep walking
I never knew who I was
And when you wake me without a warning
Leaving me dazed and confused
Then suddenly,
Everything that i got is everything that im not
And everything that I want to be lately
aah, it's drifting out of reach
What have I got to do
Oh tell me how can I prove
that all I really want is you lately
aah, i'm turning inside out
Your words tear me up
My world upside down
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Don't want to get out
Now you're inside my head
What have I got to do
Oh tell me how can I prove
That all I really want is you lately
aah, im turning inside out.
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